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Unit Plan Title: 3D Collaging    

Timing and Duration: 20 Lessons 

Year Group: 8 

 

Unit Overview and Focus 

This unit asks students to investigate their surroundings and the connections between their senses and every day environments. Students will spend 

lessons collecting objects and materials, then examining their findings. From there, students will construct their own 3D collages using the found materials 

and objects they collected throughout this process. Students will be guided from a series of investigations based on Keri Smith’s book “How to be an 

explorer of the world: Portable Art Life Museum” Alongside these investigations, students will look at a range of key contemporary and historical artists 

who use found objects in their art. Students will use the final five lessons to collaborate with their peers on a student curated exhibition.  

 

VCAA Curriculum Links and Curriculum Goals  

Goals Links 

Explore visual arts practices as inspiration to explore and develop themes, 

concepts or ideas in artworks(VCAVAE033) 

Students will explore a range of artists who use found objects and materials 

to communicate themes, concepts and ideas 

Explore how artists use materials, techniques, technologies and processes 

to realise their intentions in artworks (VCAVAE034) 

Students will examine artists who choose to pursue a sustainable art making 

process that requires them to observe, collect, analyse, compare and notice 

patterns (Smith, 2008) to realise their intentions  

Experiment with materials, techniques, technologies and processes in a 

range of art forms to express ideas, concepts and themes in 

artworks (VCAVAV035) 

Students will use the materials they have collected to experiment with how 

different ways of presenting can shape the themes and concepts that are 

communicated 

Develop skills in planning and designing art works and documenting artistic 

practice (VCAVAV036) 

Students will document their processes in their visual diaries throughout the 

process. This will include photographs, notes, sketches, annotations and 

tangible collections.  

Create and display artworks, describing how ideas are expressed to an 

audience (VCAVAP037) 

There will be a student curated exhibition at the end of the unit 

Analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in artworks and how they 

are viewed by audiences(VCAVAR038) 

Students will analyse a range of different artworks made my peers as well as 

the unit’s key artists. They will be asked to question how their epistemology 

http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAE033
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=TheArts&t=artists
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=TheArts&t=materials
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=TheArts&t=technologies
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAE034
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAV035
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAV036
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAP037
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=TheArts&t=viewpoints
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAR038
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effects how they view these artworks. 

Identify and connect specific features of visual artworks from different 

cultures, historical and contemporary times, including artworks by 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (VCAVAR039) 

Students will be investigating the practices of artists from numerous cultures 

and times. They will examine how an artist’s approach is shaped by their 

environment and how they choose to interpret the world. 

Personal and social capabilities 

 

Collaboration: Perform in a variety of team roles and accept responsibility as a team 

member and team leader, assessing how well they support other members 

of the team (VCPSCSO041) 

 

Cross Curriculum Priorities 

 

Sustainability: Building the capacities for thinking and acting in ways that are necessary to create a more sustainable future. The concept seeks to develop 

reflective thinking processes and empower young people to design action that will lead to a more equitable, respectful and sustainable future. (ACARA) 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures: Students’ exploration of traditional and contemporary artworks by Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Peoples provides insight into the way the relationships between People, Culture and Country/Place for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 

can be conveyed through the arts, their expression in living communities, and the way these build Identity (ACARA) 

 

Links to other learning areas  

 

Geography 

Levels 7 and 8 Description 

In Levels 7 and 8, students examine the processes that influence the characteristics of places. They consider spatial distributions and patterns and their 

implications and consider interconnections between and within places and changes resulting from these. This further develops their understanding of 

http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Curriculum/ContentDescription/VCAVAR039
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Key Understandings and Essential Questions 

 

Essential Questions 

 

How and why does what I see differ from what others see? 

 

What makes our experiences unique? 

 

geographical concepts, including place, space and interconnection. 

 

Sub strand 

Place and liveability focuses on the concept of place through an investigation of liveability. Students examine factors that influence liveability and how it is 

perceived, the idea that places provide us with the services and facilities needed to support and enhance our lives, and that spaces are planned and 

managed by people. 

 

Key questions: 

• How are people's perceptions of places and environments influenced by their reliance on them? 

• How do the interconnections between places, people and environments affect the lives of people? 

• How do environmental and human processes affect the characteristics of places and environments? 

• What are the consequences of changes to places and environments and how can these changes be managed? 

• What approaches can be taken to improve the availability of resources and access to services? 

 

(VCAA) 
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Why should artists consider adopting a sustainable art practice? 

 

What are sustainable materials? 

 

How can objects transform when we take away their original purpose? 

 

What is the relationship between object and space? Sculpture and space? Body and space? 

 

What kind of stories can objects and materials tell us and how can we transform those stories into art? 

 

How can we incorporate all senses in the artmaking process? 

 

In what ways can we transform an everyday experience through art? 

 

“What is the difference between what we keep and what we choose to throw away?” - Candy Jernigan 

 

Key Understandings 

 

The power of visual and emotional contrast 

 

Artists are collectors  

 

The art of documenting 

 

Deep looking and deep listening 

 

Everything is interesting 

 

Artists and scientists examine the world around them in surprisingly similar ways 
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All of your most important tools exist in your body 

 

 To enter into the unknown (to part take in an experiment) involves a willingness to fully experience and study things we don’t understand, and to 

embrace that lack of understanding 

 

 (Smith, 2008) 

 

“The creative mind plays with the objects it loves” – Carl Jung 

 

“The imagination needs moodling,--long, inefficient happy idling, dawdling and sputtering. ”– Brenda Ueland 

 

 

Assessment Evidence  

Criteria  Description 

1. Evidence of a range of insightful explorations, collections and key 

findings  

2. Critical and reflective thinking is evident through detailed 

annotations 

3. Evidence of deep looking and deep listening through observations 

and reflections 

4. Uses the art elements and principles to interpret, investigate and 

transform found objects and materials 

Visual Diary/Documentation: Students are required to keep a visual diary 

that documents their findings and examinations throughout the entire unit. 

It should include collections, examinations, observations, sketches and 

annotations.  

1. Successful creation of a 3D collage, sculpture or installation that 

uses recycled or found materials and objects 

2. Transform everyday objects, presenting them in new ways that 

create visual and emotional contrast  

3. Critical and reflective thinking is evident through refinement and 

installation 

A final artwork/3D collage: Using their collections and explorations from 

throughout the unit, students will produce a three-dimensional collage that 

communicates their chosen theme. The collage will be exhibited in a 

student curated exhibition. 
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Lesson Sequence 

 

Lesson Description 

Prior Knowledge -An understanding of the elements and principles of art 

-Skills in creating 3D/sculptural forms 

-Students will have had experience in creating 2D collages 

-An understanding of why artists choose to use certain materials and techniques to communicate concepts 

 

Levels 5 and 6 Achievement Standard 

By the end of Level 6, students explain how ideas are expressed in artworks they make and view. They demonstrate the use of 

different techniques and processes in planning and making artworks .They use visual conventions and visual arts practices to 

express ideas, themes and concepts in their artworks. 

Students describe the influences of artworks and practices places on their art making. They describe how artworks that they 

make and view can be displayed to express and enhance meaning. 

Students describe and identify how ideas are expressed in artworks from different contemporary, historical and cultural 

contexts. 

(VCAA) 

Lesson 1 -Introduction of key artists 

-Video: “How We See the World” – Sarah Sze https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/sarah-sze-how-we-see-the-world-short/ 

-Class discussion on Sarah Sze’s work. Discussion on how and why we see the world the way we do. Different materials and 

objects mean different things to different people. 

 

Introduction to unit 

 

https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/sarah-sze-how-we-see-the-world-short/
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-Students will receive an outline of what is required of them for this unit 

-Kerri Smith handouts 

-Discussion: How to be an explorer 

-Beginning the art making process by collecting and arranging 

-Thought experiments – questions that can only be answered using the imagination (Smith, 2008) 

-How to create a dialogue with your environment (Smith, 2008) 

-The art of documenting 

-History of found objects in art 

 

Key artists: Doris Salcedo, Rachel Whiteread, Sarah Sze, Marcel Duchamp 

 

Initial resources for students (will be combined into one resource):  

Observe, collect, analyse, observe, notice, patterns 

Your mission 

You are an explorer 

Tips for exploring 

Accidental Art 

Artists and Scientists analyse the world around them in surprisingly similar ways 

Artists are collectors 

Object Documentation Log 

Tips for your collections 

The first thing you see 

Responsible collection and documentation 

Consumer 

The creative process 

Deep looking and deep listening - How to 

Documenting and collecting methods and tools 

Everything is interesting 

Exploring light 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GvtJNKfGIOr8XWI5iDx0EehuLceUrXtC/view?usp=sharing
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/doris-salcedo-2695
http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/rachel-whiteread
http://www.sarahsze.com/
http://www.theartstory.org/artist-duchamp-marcel.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ij_31_DvzCDOkhlfyj296VVZxq-hyrnv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18duAJHZScsZA2WfnF1OF5vjsZhgsgoQN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y3H3sea1XiUcDxPozfQY28NAjKZ7UokE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jYq0rQ5auDpEs-8HwR4nTyu6vipxfYqB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n6nD4o8S2yIzSNiv2MhzH4ZrBKtR4csu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19XAeNv5JChhMsjl7cxEMR7c6g698lr-i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rYeiOqxM4vYkeVuj1V1D88wkeW70vZZT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lfEhTxvfPp5ob4rrTtfMNqn2DT6g4TFY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cg46rdsb2q5P4YMlYf4e6hDcMoEo3_-V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-O-oKWufF4u4y3rrzzPnFX4rPrrVA6Mx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1flp-5dxuMW3vEUjsZXfg7ePzATVVVAEI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qhVy4LBO60PpGEsaM6qfPArDC1zIfuKD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ed82CkZqnNZ5-f8Y8nSAdsr_YzJtZDwD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q-hC8FYxeq1NqH6amAvCpuX9BvXdxFf1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q-hC8FYxeq1NqH6amAvCpuX9BvXdxFf1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-g7vZgJBSJ5WX7Hm4nQn5DtP3Q9uVCD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_ExMLfurMe-lrwAKYO7PZuSvftpniMsH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AHHY2sGkG7XjNM1uCc5sezqMpQuBLfrS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AHHY2sGkG7XjNM1uCc5sezqMpQuBLfrS/view?usp=sharing
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Observing from different angles 

Miniature ecosystem 

Cracks 

Structure 

The importance of getting lost 

The shapes of stains and splotches 

Ways of seeing 

Ways to transform an everyday experience 

Begin by collecting 

(Smith, 2008) – All of the above 

 

 

-Intro activity: “How can we find new presentations for things?” - Candy Jernigan 

 

-Each table group will be given an object or a piece of material. Groups will need to find a new purpose for their object or 

material. Taking away its original function if required 

 

HW: Collect objects that relate to your childhood or inspire memories (Smith, 2008) 

         Bring in a box, or something that you can leave in class throughout the unit to store your collections 

 

Lesson 2  

Artist: Cosima Von Bonin, Stephen Ives 

 

-Use the objects collected for homework to write a brief story to accompany each object  

 

Task handout (Smith, 2008) 

 

-Alternative: Re-create objects from your childhood using found objects (students can go into the yard in small groups for this if 

necessary) or readily available materials in the classroom (Smith, 2008) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KSXqLXHPYdXPrU6u9zpIuuBcLmi5tKU4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uk10R_l0d2aFkMwjXW3u_pvVZ32WOtde/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yFecPaLakOzsID5a3HLCoa8JTcdvgEb9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tMzXT_jllncgy4y5ORAtUXWeHYaiPADJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19Im4QMKkL61tazeqINoCda08b8BtBa-t/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/191eWtYeOXZVsBXNbXvCJV3ZgGHdWIvpe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tSBAE_JHU49k2FVZJc2P2ly8wHTXvAct/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q234TFeKL6KcuPAgAqq38Ih0MeJi4C1j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r3mDPvDtNOqNLI9Iw-VdOnw6z3pRKw5s/view?usp=sharing
http://www.petzel.com/artists/cosima-von-bonin
http://www.stephen-ives-artist.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/163oF5JOmG78KF07cvY9bxnVRBovaXFzn/view?usp=sharing
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Playing with the scale and material of objects can transform their meaning in interesting ways and bring things into the realm 

of imagination (Smith, 2008) 

 

HW: Collect. Consider: Patterns (Smith, 2008) 

 

Lesson 3 Artist analysis: Cathy Wilkes 

 

Activities 

Combining for visual and emotional contrast (Smith, 2008) - Using collected objects to create visual or emotional contrasts 

Time observations – ways of documenting the passage of time (Smith, 2008) 

 

HW: Collect multiples of one thing (e.g. stones, leaves, tree bark, pens) 

Lesson 4 Artists: Mona Hatoum, Cornelia Parker 

 

Activity 

 

Observing differences (Smith, 2008) – Using collections from HW task 

 

Creating Sounds,  Found sounds (Smith, 2008) 

 

Scavanger hunt collection (Smith, 2008) – Write list in class and hunt for HW. Can be done individually 

 

HW: Collect materials based on texture 

Lesson 5 Asrtists: Nnenna Occore 

 

Activity 

 

Creating textures from found materials in clay (Smith, 2008) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HZ3qdOquR607m-0LZLi6xnzOnqTEk2LZ/view?usp=sharing
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/3883
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dcuLyyFrJU6AUpp-OzDCpK7lvAKdJN6_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GNhTzSZSszHcN4ROL8TZ28mhHQnC0LiT/view?usp=sharing
http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/mona-hatoum
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/cornelia-parker-2358
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12z19oUkGkMkwQmjGLojbvCIfnsE9EtA4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MRACcD40ZK5tZqRmT734gsGEsd1R1INJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tbYudj3mhEj57mCC7TquXAKTSmBVH54j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-CISBz7-jYWnk8EfiH2oXvY4c45QFFPB/view?usp=sharing
http://nnennaokore.com/home.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i50IG4NzkExw_T6BL4sr5Zw1MbNpR-KV/view?usp=sharing
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Activity 

 

HW: Noticing faces (Smith, 2008) - Take your visual diaries out into the school yard and document all the naturally occurring 

faces (use phones) 

Artists: Romuald Hazoume 

 

HW: Found paint (Smith, 2008) - Document in visual diary 

Lesson 6 Excursion part 1: People watching (Smith, 2008) 

Excursion part 2: DAX centre 

 

Reflection on excursion – What happens when we alter the way we observe people, places and things? Do you see what I see? 

 

HW: Found paper (Smith, 2008) 

Lesson 7 Artist investigation: Ai Weiwei 

 

Activity 

 

Found paper - Arranging the found paper 

 

Activity 

 

Take an object / Do something to it / Do something else to it. [Repeat.] 

(Jasper Johns, sketchbook note, 1964) 

 

HW: Colour investigation (Smith, 2008) 

 

Lesson 8 Activity 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D1mwmSCZF6HuJmpcjLPEPjVTh5c4N3Yt/view?usp=sharing
http://www.octobergallery.co.uk/artists/hazoume/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rl_6D3PQcN6zR6dq0HGkf3lS-wbSWnNq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KniISTrhbdHCVgTRqUxL3UhsuTl0sLIo/view?usp=sharing
https://www.daxcentre.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RJs-hibyhMC1VpUzpxdJDfn6il86ASUs/view?usp=sharing
http://aiweiwei.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RJs-hibyhMC1VpUzpxdJDfn6il86ASUs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ufjm1czXmwvTAyauCmFHuHJjMfeBlau1/view?usp=sharing
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Examining colour – Artist: Michael Johansson  

-Pick one of your found objects. Select a colour that you would never associate with that object. Paint it that colour. How has it 

transformed your object? Document your findings 

 

 

Investigation: Environment / Sustainability 

Key Artists: Andy Goldsworthy, Robert Smithson and Emily Kame Kngwarreye 

We all have a different relationship to nature. How do artists from different cultures and times engage with the environment 

and the landscape in their work? 

 

Resource: The language of trees (Smith, 2008) 

 

HW: Interesting garbage (Smith, 2008) - Collect at least 10 things to bring to the next class 

Lesson 9 Artists: Mark Dion, Gabriel Oroczo 

 

Activity 

 

-Collecting and categorizing (your found objects) – Use the elements of art to categorise your found objects 

 

-Select one principle of art. Create a formation out of your objects based on that principle 

 

-Gallery walk and feedback 

 

Reflection: Reflection on key artists and key themes we have been looking at 

 

HW: Think about a theme you would like to focus on for your 3D collage.  Pick the one that most resonated with you when we 

were analysing the work of artists who use recycled / found objects 

Lesson 10 Artists: Robert Rauschenberg, Michael Landy, Sarah Lucas, Mario Merz 

http://www.michaeljohansson.com/works.html
https://www.goldsworthy.cc.gla.ac.uk/
https://www.robertsmithson.com/
http://www.nma.gov.au/exhibitions/utopia_the_genius_of_emily_kame_kngwarreye/emily_kame_kngwarreye
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1skK6kaZ3FoTcEdVCvhxX4Qb6VbQc3unW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C8ipt0AcUgnyU-qWJI8amEcwiB2n-Mn3/view?usp=sharing
http://www.tanyabonakdargallery.com/artists/mark-dion/series
https://brooklynrail.org/2005/12/artseen/mediating-the-void-gabriel-orozco
http://www.theartstory.org/artist-rauschenberg-robert.htm
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/michael-landy-2409
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/sarah-lucas-2643
https://www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/mario-merz
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Reflection on the unit so far. What have we learnt about the relationship between everyday objects, and humans? 

 

Reflection and brainstorming in visual diaries 

 

Class discussion / sharing of ideas 

 

HW: Final mission 

Lessons 11-15 -Creation of 3D collages 

-Critiques 

-Peer feedback 

-Group and class discussions 

-Photo / video documentation of processes 

-Reflections 

Lesson 16 Key artists: Brook Andrew & Sarah Sze  

 

-Discussion about class exhibition 

-Overarching themes discussed 

-Jobs allocated to groups  

Lesson 17 Key artists: Brook Andrew & Sarah Sze  

 

-Exhibition preparation 

-Long table 

-Roll of butcher’s paper 

-Discussions and notes within groups on exhibition 

-Whole class comes together and groups share ideas  

Lesson 18 Key artists: Brook Andrew & Sarah Sze  

 

Take your 3D collage into the space it will be exhibited in 

-How does it sit in the context of the space? 

http://www.brookandrew.com/
http://www.sarahsze.com/
http://www.brookandrew.com/
http://www.sarahsze.com/
http://www.brookandrew.com/
http://www.sarahsze.com/
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-Does it need to be altered in any way to work with the space? 

-Group discussion once all works are in the space 

-Analyse the relationship between space and artwork in Brook Andrew and Sarah Sze’s installations 

Lesson 19 Excursion: ACCA (Art Industry Contexts) Students will attend a session at ACCA where they will learn about “the processes 

involved in preparing, presenting, conserving and promoting art” (ACCA, n.d.) 

Lesson 20 Reflection on ACCA excursion. Final refinements. 

 

 

Reflection  Evaluation  

I think my initial ideas were strong, but they were not executed well 

enough. The plan is quite haphazard, and the lessons do not have a direct 

focus. The plan lacks resources and a diverse range of artists and resources. 

My preference would be to not distribute homework tasks, although I feel 

that it is necessary in a unit such as this where students are required to 

explore outside of the school grounds on a regular basis. 

In future, I would have a much clearer idea in mind of exactly what bits of 

evidence the students need to produce throughout the learning 

experience. This unit plan has a good basis but requires a lot of refinement 

and planning so that it is more clearly laid out. The flow of lessons and 

homework tasks require some revising and editing.  
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